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SPECIAL SECTION

Dynamic displacement tracking in viscoelastic solids
by actuation stresses: a one-dimensional analytic

example involving shock waves
Hans IRSCHIK and Michael KROMMER ∗∗∗

Institute of Technical Mechanics, Johannes Kepler University of Linz, Austria

Abstract. A one-dimensional (1D) analytic example for dynamic displacement tracking in linear viscoelastic solids is presented. Displacement
tracking is achieved by actuation stresses that are produced by eigenstrains. Our 1D example deals with a viscoelastic half-space under the action
of a suddenly applied tensile surface traction. The surface traction induces a uni-axial shock wave that travels into the half-space. Our tracking
goal is to add to the applied surface traction a transient spatial distribution of actuation stresses such that the total displacement of the viscoelastic
half-space coincides with the shock wave produced by the surface traction in a purely elastic half-space. We particularly consider a half-space
made of a viscoelastic Maxwell-type material. Analytic solutions to this tracking problem are derived by means of the symbolic computer code
MAPLE. The 1D solution presented below exemplifies a formal 3D solution derived earlier by the present authors for linear viscoelastic solids
that are described by Boltzmann hereditary laws. In the latter formal solution, no reference was made to shock waves. Our present solution
demonstrates its validity also in the presence of singular wave fronts. Moreover, in our example, we show that, as was also indicated in our
earlier work, the actuation stress can be split into two parts, one of them producing no stresses, and the other no displacements in two properly
enlarged problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This study is concerned with a special topic in structural dis-
placement control, namely with the tracking, or morphing,
of force-induced dynamic displacements in linear viscoelastic
structures by means of actuating eigenstrains. In displacement
tracking, one seeks a transient spatial distribution of additional
eigenstrains, such that the total displacement of the structure
coincides with the displacement to be tracked. In the case of
zero displacement tracking, one talks about shape control. In
the last decades, these questions have emerged in the field of
smart or intelligent structures, in which eigenstrains are uti-
lized in a problem-oriented manner for actuation, but also for
sensing purposes. In the fundamental relations of mechanics,
eigenstrains do appear in the constitutive relations, while ap-
plied forces are to be introduced via the relation of the balance
of linear momentum. Similarities and differences in the actions
of applied forces and actuating eigenstrains form a topic in its
own right, which is of particular interest in structural control.

The theory of eigenstrains has a long history. A prominent
example is the case of thermal actuation in solids, see e.g.
Parkus [1], and Nowacki [2] for thermally induced dynamic dis-
placements and stresses. The notions eigenstrain, incompatible
deformation and distortion are closely related. Virtual distor-
tions recently have been used successfully in structural con-
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trol and smart technologies, see Holnicki-Szulc and Gierlin-
ski [3], and Holnicki-Szulc [4]. Concerning control of smart
structures, piezoelectric eigenstrains are frequently utilized in
practice, since their origin, the electric field, can be initiated
almost immediately and accurately, in contrast to the case of
deformations stemming from temperature changes. For funda-
mentals of the piezoelectric effect in the dynamics of solids, see
e.g. Nowacki [5]. The present contribution particularly deals
with eigenstrain-induced dynamic displacement tracking of lin-
ear viscoelastic structures, assuming geometrically linearized
conditions, i.e. sufficiently small deformations, to be present.
In this linear setting, it appears to be justified to neglect the
influence of eigenstrains upon the material parameters in the
constitutive relations. However, in the case of comparatively
rapid deformations, the coupling between eigenstrains and the
rate of strains may become important. This coupling stems
from the fact that both quantities do appear in relation to the
balance of total energy. Independently of considering such a
coupling, eigenstrains do form an extra term in the constitu-
tive relations in the linear theory. In the latter, let the stress
to expressed as a function of strain and eigenstrain. We then
denote the extra term containing the eigenstrain as an actua-
tion stress. In a linear elastic material, the actuation stress is a
linear mapping of the respective source of eigenstrains in the
form of a tensorial product, e.g. in the piezoelectric case the
mapping of the electric field vector onto the stress via a time-
independent third-order tensor of material parameters. The sit-
uation is more involved in the viscoelastic case, where the ac-
tuation stress in general represents a linear mapping in the form
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of a hereditary integral, i.e. of a convolution in time. See e.g.
Fung, Tong, and Chen [6] for a thorough discussion on the ap-
pearance of thermally and electrically induced eigenstrains in
the constitutive relations of linear elastic and linear viscoelastic
solids.

In any case, the indispensable step in the solution of dis-
placement tracking problems is to find a suitable transient spa-
tial distribution of the actuation stress, which enforces the to-
tal of the displacements due to the imposed forces and due to
the eigenstrains to coincide with the displacement field to be
tracked. The present contribution is concerned with this step;
the problem of determining the necessary eigenstrains once the
corresponding actuation stress distribution has been found is
not treated here. This second step is trivial in case of an un-
coupled linear elastic behaviour, or when the hereditary be-
haviour in the viscoelastic actuation stress can be disregarded
approximately. Otherwise, more involved studies would be nec-
essary, which are left to future investigations. Here, as a con-
tribution to the linear theories of elasticity and viscoelasticity,
we concentrate on the relations between the actions of imposed
forces and eigenstrains by referring to actuation stresses only.
The present authors and their co-workers have contributed to
this problem in a series of papers on shape control and dis-
placement tracking, however mostly for linear elastic materials
with eigenstrains. Various solution techniques have been de-
veloped by our group, such as utilizing the Neumann integral
technique, a method which is suitable also for treating the case
of tracking small displacements superimposed upon large pre-
deformations [7]; see the literature cited in the latter reference
for some previous contributions of our group on shape control
and displacement tracking in linear elastic solids and structures.
A theory for displacement tracking by eigenstrains in three-
dimensional (3D) linear viscoelastic bodies that are described
by Boltzmann hereditary laws has been presented by the present
authors in [8]. The latter formulation makes use of uniqueness
theorems of the linear theory of viscoelasticity in the absence
of eigenstrains, see Leitman and Fisher [9] for a comprehensive
article.

The goal of our present paper is to exemplify our earlier find-
ings in [8], which was a purely theoretical study, by means
of an analytic (closed form) one-dimensional (1D) example:
we study the uni-axial deformation of a viscoelastic half-space
under the action of a suddenly applied tensile surface trac-
tion. The surface traction induces a uni-axial shock wave that
propagates into the half-space. The tracking goal in our exam-
ple is to add to the applied surface traction a transient spatial
distribution of actuation stresses such that the total displace-
ment of the viscoelastic half-space coincides with the shock
wave produced by the surface traction in a purely elastic half-
space. We particularly consider a half-space made of a vis-
coelastic Maxwell-type material. Analytic solutions to this spe-
cial tracking problem are derived by means of the symbolic
computer code MAPLE [10], using the release of 2017. Our
present analytic solution demonstrates the validity of the dis-
placement tracking formulation in [8] and also in the pres-
ence of singular wave fronts, which originally were not ad-
dressed in [8]. Moreover, we exemplarily demonstrate that,

as was also indicated in our earlier work [8], the actuation
stress can be split into two parts, one of them producing no
stresses, and the other no displacements in properly enlarged
problems.

2. 1D EXAMPLE PROBLEM
Consider a half-space with axial coordinate x ≥ 0 in a state
of uni-axial deformation. The axial displacement is denoted as
ux = u, and the axial normal Cauchy stress component is abbre-
viated by σxx = σ . Subsequently, we consider the linear theory
of viscoelasticity. We restrict to the case of a vanishing initial
history up to, but not including time t = 0

t < 0: u = 0, u̇ = 0. (1)

A superimposed dot denotes the derivative with respect to time
t. Using the Boltzmann hereditary integral formulation, see
Leitman and Fisher [9], the constitutive relation for σ in the
present uni-axial case can then be written as

σ = Y0ε(t)+
t∫

0

Y ′(s)ε(t− s)ds−σA , (2)

in which Y0 = Y (t = 0) stands for an effective initial Young’s
modulus, and Y (t) is a time-dependent relaxation function. The
abbreviation Y ′(s) = ∂Y/∂ s is used. The linearized axial strain
is abbreviated by εxx = ε , where

ε = u,x , (3)

the spatial derivative being indicated by (),x= ∂ ()/∂x. In equa-
tion (2) we have included an actuation stress σA, which repre-
sents the influence of imposed eigenstrains; for a short discus-
sion, see the Introduction given above. As mentioned, eigen-
strains may be coupled to the displacement, but we will assume
that any influence of the eigenstrains upon the relaxation func-
tion Y can be neglected. This is an assumption, which appears
to be often reasonable in the linear context. In the case of a
Maxwell viscoelastic material, which will be considered subse-
quently, we have

Y (t) = Y0e−t/τ . (4)

The relaxation time is denoted by τ = (Y0µ)−1, see Leitman
and Fisher [9], who used the parameter ν = µ−1. The viscosity
parameter µ vanishes in the case of purely elastic behaviour.
Equations (1)–(4) accompany the axial relation of the balance
of linear momentum, which, in the absence of imposed body
forces, reads

σ ,x= ρ ü. (5)

Mass density is written as ρ . In the following, we consider a
jump in the surface traction, which is applied normally to the
free surface. This gives the following boundary condition

x = 0: σ = σ0H(t). (6)
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The Heaviside jump function is abbreviated by H, and σ0 is a
constant. The boundary condition in equation (6) is discontinu-
ous in time, giving rise to a singular surface of order one, which
travels into the inner of the half-space. At a singular surface of
order one, the first derivatives of the displacement may suffer
discontinuities, i.e. jumps, across the singular surface. Such a
displacement field is also denoted as a shock wave. The jumps
at the shock front must satisfy certain relations. The latter rep-
resent consequences of the balance of linear momentum and
thus are independent from the constitutive relations at hand, see
Gurtin [11] for a thorough discussion. In the present 1D case,
the jump relation for a shock wave can be written in a scalar
form as

x1 : 〚ϑ〛 = 0, (7)

where the modified stress field ϑ is

ϑ = σ +ρcu̇. (8)

The instantaneous place of the shock front is denoted as x1.
Jumps are indicated by a double rectangular bracket, meaning
the difference between the values of some entity immediately
before and behind the propagating shock front. The speed of
propagation of this singular surface is denoted as c. For a linear
viscoelastic material, c corresponds to the elastic speed of prop-
agation, c = (Y0ρ−1)1/2, see Leitman and Fisher [9]. Since the
shock front in our case travels into the virgin material, see equa-
tion (1), the relation of jump in equation (7) can be replaced by
the requirement

x1 : ϑ = 0, (9)

which we will use for visualizing the fulfilment of equation (7)
later on. In the present study on displacement tracking by ac-
tuation stresses, we will restrict to fields σA that are associated
with a shock front located at x1 only. Equations (1)–(9) repre-
sent the viscoelastic framework under consideration. Due to the
linearity of this problem, we split the total solution into a part
due to the applied surface traction σ0, indicated by a subscript
t, and a part due to the additionally imposed actuation stress σA,
with this part being indicated by the subscript a

u = ut +ua , σ = σt +σa . (10)

3. DISPLACEMENT TRACKING PROBLEM
In displacement tracking, also denoted as structural morphing,
one intends to apply an actuation stress σA such that the total
displacement u is equal to some admissible field z, despite ap-
plied forces being present. In our 1D problem, we thus require
that there is

u = ut +ua = z, (11)

despite the presence of the imposed surface traction σ0. In order
to be admissible, z cannot be chosen freely but must satisfy cer-
tain kinematic conditions, depending on the problem at hand.
In our 1D half-space case, z should vanish, when x tends to
infinity. Wave fronts present in z, if there are any, should not

travel faster into the half-space, as this is physically possible.
Also, we will require that z represents a 1D deformation having
a vanishing initial history, likewise to u. Particularly, we seek
an actuation stress σA, such that

u = z = utel , (12)

where utel represents the displacement that would be produced
by the surface traction σ0, when the latter is applied to a purely
elastic half-space, i.e. in the case of µ = 0. Obviously, utel does
satisfy the kinematic requirements for z mentioned above. With
equation (12), we here ask for actuation stresses that act addi-
tionally upon a viscoelastic solid in order to produce a purely
elastic solution, as if the half-space would behave elastically.
The complementary problem, namely to find additional actua-
tion stresses acting upon an elastic solid, such that an inelas-
tic solution is generated, has been treated by the senior author
and co-workers before, where numerical computation schemes
were developed, particularly for elasto-viscoplastic problems,
see [12] and the literature cited there. In the present linear vis-
coelastic displacement tracking framework, a general 3D for-
mulation has been derived by the present authors earlier in [8],
from which conditions can be derived for the 1D actuation
stress distribution σA that must be applied to the half-space in
addition to σ0, such that equations (11) and (12) are satisfied.
In the present paper, the 3D formulations stated in [8] reduce to
the following 1D quasi-static boundary value problem

σA,x−

Y0z,xx (t)+
t∫

0

Y ′(s)z,xx (t− s)ds−ρ z̈

= 0, (13)

x = 0: σA =−σ0H(t)+Y0z,x (t)

+

t∫
0

Y ′(s)z,x (t− s)ds. (14)

We will demonstrate the validity of equations (13) and (14) by
providing analytic solutions to our example problem next.

4. SOLUTION OF THE DISPLACEMENT TRACKING
PROBLEM

We first compute an analytic solution for the viscoelastic dis-
placements ut due to the action of the applied surface traction
σ0 alone, i.e. taking actuation stresses to be absent. We consider
Maxwell material according to equation (4). To the best knowl-
edge of the authors, analytic solutions to this problem have not
been treated in the open literature so far. The problem, how-
ever, is complementary to the problem of a prescribed uni-axial
surface velocity, see Lee and Kanter [13], who derived analytic
solutions by hand for the corresponding stress field using the
Laplace transform technique, see e.g. Churchill [14] for a com-
prehensive discussion of the latter. Lee and Kanter [13] also
suggested a non-dimensional formulation, in which the relax-
ation time τ is hidden, such that the dimensionless stresses are
independent of τ . Although this non-dimensional formulation
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is elegant and useful, we do not use it in the following paper
since we seek additional actuation stresses, such that the to-
tal viscoelastic displacement does coincide with the elastic one
due to the surface traction σ0 alone. We, therefore, utilize the
dimensional relations given in Section 2 above directly. Solu-
tions to the corresponding boundary value problem with vanish-
ing initial history are obtained utilizing the symbolic computer
code MAPLE. Some remarks concerning the course of compu-
tations appear to be in order. The MAPLE package Piecewise-
Tools is used to express piecewise continuous functions. This
is the case here, cf. equation (6); the use of generalized func-
tions implemented in MAPLE, such as Heaviside and Dirac,
allows us to seek a solution without making direct reference to
the relation of jump at the shock front, see equation (7), which
should be satisfied automatically then. The condition stated in
equation (9) for the vanishing of the modified stress field ϑ is
used in order to prove this. The problem is transformed into the
Laplace domain using the MAPLE package inttrans. The solu-
tion in the Laplace domain is obtained by the MAPLE pack-
age DETools, using the command dsolve. The command as-
sume is used in order to introduce the range of possible values
for certain parameters. Care must be given to the fact that the
solutions should not become unbounded when the coordinate
x tends to infinity. Applying the command odetest in order to
check the validity of the solution in the Laplace domain is help-
ful. Transformation to and re-transformation from the Laplace
domain is performed using the inttrans commands laplace and
invlaplace. It turns out that, at least in our hands, closed-form
solutions cannot be obtained by MAPLE completely automati-
cally with these commands, but additional manipulations must
be introduced. Particularly, it is necessary to introduce theorems
on substitution, convolution, and re-transformation of products
of functions, see e.g. Churchill [14], as well as to make iden-
tical expansions, in order to be able to utilize proper standard
re-transformation rules, such as Equations (92) and (93) in [14].
The latter ones are at the disposal of MAPLE. Eventually, for
the Maxwell material, see equation (4), the displacement field
due to σ0 is obtained analytically in the form of the following
convolution integral

ut =
σ0

Y0
c

t∫
0

((s− t)µY0−1)H
(

sc− x
c

)

×e−
sµY0

2 I0

(√
c2s2− x2µY0

2c

)
ds. (15)

This result involves the modified Bessel function of the first
kind I0. The elastic limit, µ = 0, becomes

utel =−
σ0

Y0
(tc− x)H

(
tc− x

c

)
. (16)

In our hands, MAPLE did not yield further closed-form simpli-
fications of the convolution integral in equation (15), but the in-
tegral can be easily evaluated with the help of the MAPLE pack-
age plots. The velocity field u̇t and the stress field σt are com-
puted by MAPLE analogous to the analytic procedure sketched

above. The velocity is derived directly by differentiation of
equation (15); for the stresses, it turns out to be preferable to
derive and solve their own boundary value problem, similar to
the one that was described by Lee and Kanter [13] for their re-
lated problem. In the present case, the following more involved
result is obtained

σt = σ0e−
tµY0

2

µY0

2

t∫
0

I0

(√
c2(s− t)2− x2µY0

2c

)

×
(

I0

(
sµY0

2

)
+ I1

(
sµY0

2

))
H
(
(t− s)c− x

c

)
ds

−I0

(√
c2t2− x2µY0

2c

)
(H(x− tc)−1)

)
. (17)

The elastic stress limit becomes

σtel =−σ0 (H(x− tc)−1) . (18)

Displacements, stresses, and modified stresses are presented in
Figs. 1–5. Considering consistent dimensions, the following ar-
tificial input parameters are utilized: σ0 = 1, Y0 = 1, µ = 1
and ρ = 1; results are depicted for three time-instants: t = 0.5
(blue), t = 1.5 (black), and t = 2.5 (red). Figure 1 shows the dis-
placement ut , and Fig. 2 the elastic limit utel. Figure 3 presents
the stress σt , and Fig. 4 the elastic limit σtel, while Fig. 5 gives
the modified stress ϑt . It is seen from Fig. 5 that the relations of

In[24]:= Solutionu05e = Table[0, {i, n + 1}];
For[i = 1, i < n + 2, i++, Solutionu05e[[i]] = {xq[[i]], u05e[[i]]}]
Solutionu15e = Table[0, {i, n + 1}];
For[i = 1, i < n + 2, i++, Solutionu15e[[i]] = {xq[[i]], u15e[[i]]}]
Solutionu25e = Table[0, {i, n + 1}];
For[i = 1, i < n + 2, i++, Solutionu25e[[i]] = {xq[[i]], u25e[[i]]}]

In[30]:= Solutionu05a = Table[0, {i, n + 1}];
For[i = 1, i < n + 2, i++, Solutionu05a[[i]] = {xq[[i]], u05e[[i]] - u05[[i]]}]
Solutionu15a = Table[0, {i, n + 1}];
For[i = 1, i < n + 2, i++, Solutionu15a[[i]] = {xq[[i]], u15e[[i]] - u15[[i]]}]
Solutionu25a = Table[0, {i, n + 1}];
For[i = 1, i < n + 2, i++, Solutionu25a[[i]] = {xq[[i]], u25e[[i]] - u25[[i]]}]

In[36]:= ListLinePlot[{Solutionu05, Solutionu15, Solutionu25}, PlotStyle →
{{Blue, Thickness[0.005]}, {Black, Thickness[0.005]}, {Red, Thickness[0.005]}},

BaseStyle -> {FontSize → 21}, ImageSize → 500, Axes → True,
AspectRatio → 0.6, LabelStyle → {21, FontFamily → "Times New Roman"},
FrameLabel → {Style["x", Italic], Style["ut", Italic]},
PlotTheme → "Classic", Frame → True, PlotRange → {{0, 3}, {0.01, -4}},
PlotLegends → Placed[LineLegend[{"t = 0.5", "t = 1.5", "t = 2.5"}], {0.7, 0.4}]]

Out[36]=
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t= 2.5
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-1

0
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u t

Hans_ut.nb     5

Fig. 1. Displacement due to σ0 for three time-instants

In[37]:= ListLinePlot[{Solutionu05e, Solutionu15e, Solutionu25e}, PlotStyle →
{{Blue, Thickness[0.005]}, {Black, Thickness[0.005]}, {Red, Thickness[0.005]}},

BaseStyle -> {FontSize → 21}, ImageSize → 500, Axes → True, AspectRatio → 0.6,
FrameLabel → {Style["x", Italic], Style["utel", Italic]},
PlotTheme → "Classic", LabelStyle → {21, FontFamily → "Times New Roman"},
Frame → True, PlotRange → {{0, 3}, {0.01, -4}},
PlotLegends → Placed[LineLegend[{"t = 0.5", "t = 1.5", "t = 2.5"}], {0.7, 0.4}]]

Out[37]=
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u t
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6     Hans_ut.nb

Fig. 2. Elastic displacement due to σ0 for three time-instants
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In[48]:= Solutionu05h = Table[0, {i, n + 1}];
For[i = 1, i < n + 2, i++, Solutionu05h[[i]] = {xq[[i]], u05h[[i]]}]
Solutionu15h = Table[0, {i, n + 1}];
For[i = 1, i < n + 2, i++, Solutionu15h[[i]] = {xq[[i]], u15h[[i]]}]
Solutionu25h = Table[0, {i, n + 1}];
For[i = 1, i < n + 2, i++, Solutionu25h[[i]] = {xq[[i]], u25h[[i]]}]

In[54]:= Solutionu05g = Table[0, {i, n + 1}];
For[i = 1, i < n + 2, i++,
Solutionu05g[[i]] = {xq[[i]], -u05[[i]] + u05e[[i]] + u05h[[i]] - u05a[[i]]}]

Solutionu15g = Table[0, {i, n + 1}];
For[i = 1, i < n + 2, i++,
Solutionu15g[[i]] = {xq[[i]], -u15[[i]] + u15e[[i]] + u15h[[i]] - u15a[[i]]}]

Solutionu25g = Table[0, {i, n + 1}];
For[i = 1, i < n + 2, i++,
Solutionu25g[[i]] = {xq[[i]], -u25[[i]] + u25e[[i]] + u25h[[i]] - u25a[[i]]}]

In[75]:= ListLinePlot[{Solutionu05, Solutionu15, Solutionu25}, PlotStyle →
{{Blue, Thickness[0.005]}, {Black, Thickness[0.005]}, {Red, Thickness[0.005]}},

BaseStyle -> {FontSize → 21}, ImageSize → 500, Axes → True,
AspectRatio → 0.6, LabelStyle → {21, FontFamily → "Times New Roman"},
FrameLabel → {Style["x", Italic], Style["σt", Italic]},
PlotTheme → "Classic", Frame → True, PlotRange → {{0, 3}, {-0.005, 1.1}},
PlotLegends → Placed[LineLegend[{"t = 0.5", "t = 1.5", "t = 2.5"}], {0.75, 0.75}]]

Out[75]=
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6     Hans_sigmat.nb

Fig. 3. Stress due to σ0 for three time-instants

In[74]:= ListLinePlot[{Solutionu05e, Solutionu15e, Solutionu25e}, PlotStyle →
{{Blue, Thickness[0.005]}, {Black, Thickness[0.005]}, {Red, Thickness[0.005]}},

BaseStyle -> {FontSize → 21}, ImageSize → 500, Axes → True,
AspectRatio → 0.6, LabelStyle → {21, FontFamily → "Times New Roman"},
FrameLabel → {Style["x", Italic], Style["σtel", Italic]},
PlotTheme → "Classic", Frame → True, PlotRange → {{0, 3}, {-0.005, 1.1}},
PlotLegends → Placed[LineLegend[{"t = 0.5", "t = 1.5", "t = 2.5"}], {0.67, 0.4}]]

Out[74]=
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In[77]:= ListLinePlot[{Solutionu05a, Solutionu15a, Solutionu25a}, PlotStyle →
{{Blue, Thickness[0.005]}, {Black, Thickness[0.005]}, {Red, Thickness[0.005]}},

BaseStyle -> {FontSize → 18}, ImageSize → 500, Axes → True,
AspectRatio → 0.6, LabelStyle → {18, FontFamily → "Times New Roman"},
FrameLabel → {Style["x", Italic], Style["σA", Italic]},
PlotTheme → "Classic", Frame → True, PlotRange → {{0, 3}, {0.0025, -1}},
PlotLegends → Placed[LineLegend[{"t = 0.5", "t = 1.5", "t = 2.5"}], {0.8, 0.3}]]

Out[77]= t= 0.5
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Hans_sigmat.nb     7

Fig. 4. Elastic stress due to σ0 for three time-instants
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Fig. 5. Modified stress due to σ0 for three time-instants

Out[!]=
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Fig. 6. Actuation stress σA for three time-instants

jump at the viscoelastic shock front, cf. equations (7)–(9), are
indeed satisfied.

Note that in the viscoelastic case, the absolute values of the
displacements at the surface x = 0 are larger than in the elastic
one, which may motivate the displacement tracking problem
under consideration, equation (12). The next step is to compute
the solution of the quasi-static boundary value problem stated
in equations (13) and (14) for the actuation stress σA, having
substituted the elastic displacement utel from equation (16) for
the displacement z to be tracked, see equation (12). Symbolic
computation yields

σA = σ0H
(

tc− x
c

)(
e
−(tc−x)Y0µ

c −1
)
. (19)

This analytic result is depicted for the above-stated input pa-
rameters and time-instants in Fig. 6.

The displacements ua produced by the actuation stress σA of
equation (19), taking a stress-free surface, σa = 0 in x = 0, are
computed again symbolically by MAPLE. As this should be,
cf. equations (11) and (12), it indeed turns that

ua = utel−ut , (20)

which gives evidence for the validity of the displacement track-
ing conditions stated in equations (13) and (14), i.e. that the to-

tal solution becomes u = ut +ua = z = utel. For the parameters
considered in the figures above, the displacements ua, the cor-
responding stress field σa and the modified stress ϑa are shown
in Figs. 7–9. Again, the relations of jump turn out to be satis-
fied. The validity of equations (20) can be easily estimated from
Figs. 1, 2 and 7.

Figures 3, 4 and 8 show that the stress field σa turns out to
obey the relation

σa = σtel−σt , (21)

such that the total stress in the viscoelastic body due to the sur-
face traction σ0 and the actuation stress σA also does coincide
with the elastic solution, σ = σt +σa = σtel. Alternatively to
the analytic results obtained by MAPLE, this possibly surpris-
ing fact can be justified as follows: The stress σtel in the elas-
tic half-space due to the surface traction σ0, see equation (6),
obeys the linear constitutive relation σtel = Y0z,x with z = utel,
see equation (12). The relation of the balance of linear momen-
tum, σA equation (5), can be written as Y0utel,xx= ρ ütel, since
nobody forces are present. It turns out that the solution of equa-
tions (13) and (14) thus can be written as

σA =

t∫
0

Y ′(s)utel,x(t− s)ds. (22)
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Fig. 7. Displacement due to σA for three time-instants
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Fig. 8. Stress due to σA for three time-instants
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Fig. 9. Modified stress due to σA for three time-instants

Substituting the Maxwell relation equation (4) yields equa-
tion (19). Hence, using u= utel in the constitutive relation equa-
tion (2) for the total displacement u, we obtain

σ = Y0utel,x +

t∫
0

Y ′(s)utel,x(t− s)ds−σA = σtel . (23)

In other words, the actuation stress σA cancels out in the con-
stitutive relation. Last but not least, Fig. 9 shows that the rela-
tions of the jump are again satisfied.

5. REMARKS ON ACTUATION SPLITTING
Above, by presenting an instructive analytic 1D solution, we
have demonstrated the validity of 3D formulations for vis-
coelastic displacement tracking stated in Irschik and Krom-
mer [8]. In the latter 3D formulation, it also was found that ac-
tuation stress for viscoelastic displacement tracking can be split
into two parts, one producing no stress, and the other producing
no displacements in properly enlarged viscoelastic boundary
value problems with vanishing initial history. The two bound-
ary value problems are enlarged by additional opposite ficti-
tious body forces ±ρ z̈, respectively, such that the total of the
two solutions satisfies the relations of the original problem. The
fictitious body forces each are to be introduced in relation to the
balance of linear momentum, equation (5). Transferring the vis-
coelastic dynamic 3D results of [8] to the present case, the ac-
tuation stress σA1, which is associated with the fictitious body
force −ρ z̈, must satisfy the following quasi-static boundary-
value problem

σA1,x +ρ z̈ = 0, (24)

x = 0: σA1 =−σ0H(t). (25)

The solution is

σA1 =−σ0H
(

tc− x
c

)
=−σtel , (26)

see equation (18) above. Following [8], the second part σA2,
which is associated with the fictitious body force +ρ z̈ in the
correspondingly enlarged boundary value problem, must obey
the relation

σA2 = Y0z,x (t)+
t∫

0

Y ′(s)z,x (t− s)ds = σtel +σA , (27)

see equations (18) and (19) for the Maxwell case. This demon-
strates that σA1 +σA2 = σA, as it should be. By symbolic com-
putation, it then can be shown that σA1 indeed does not produce
stresses, while σA2 does not produce displacements in the cor-
respondingly enlarged problems.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In the framework of the linear theory of viscoelasticity, the
present contribution deals with relations between solutions pro-
duced by imposed forces and by imposed eigenstrains, the lat-
ter being characterized by actuation stresses. Particularly, such
relations are studied in connection with the problem of struc-
tural displacement tracking, which has become of increasing
importance in modern smart materials and structures. In dis-
placement tracking, one seeks a transient spatial distribution of
additional actuation stresses, such that the total displacement of
the structure does coincide with some desired displacement to
be tracked, despite the presence of imposed forces. Our present
goal here is to deliver some closed-form analytic 1D solutions,
in order to exemplify a 3D displacement tracking strategy pre-
sented by us earlier in [8], and to give clear evidence for the ap-
propriateness of this strategy. In these analytic exam- ples, we
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also exemplarily demonstrate that the solution strategy in [8]
remains valid in the presence of singular waves, which were
originally not addressed there. For that sake, we treat uni-axial
displacements and stresses in a viscoelastic half-space, where
we study the case of Maxwell material in greater detail. A ten-
sile surface traction is suddenly applied at the surface of the
half-space, giving rise to a uni-axial singular wave of order
one, a shock wave. As a special tracking problem in its own
right, we ask for additional actuation stresses such that the to-
tal displacement of the viscoelastic half-space does coincide
with the displacements of a purely elastic half-space due to
the applied traction, but in the absence of actuation stresses.
We also shortly discuss a splitting technique sketched in [8], in
which the actuation stress is split into a portion without stress
and a portion without displacements, both portions acting in
properly enlarged problems. Analytic expressions for displace-
ment and stresses in our study are computed for Maxwell mate-
rial via symbolic computation, utilizing the code MAPLE [10].
Some formal problems, which must be overcome for obtain-
ing proper symbolic solutions in the present shock wave situ-
ation, are shortly addressed. It is hoped that the present study
can stimulate further research on displacement tracking, partic-
ularly concerning feasible technological methods for producing
eigenstrains that result in the actuation stresses, which are nec-
essary for applying the above results in practice.

The theoretical character of our contribution to displacement
tracking of viscoelastic solids and structures in the presence of
shock waves, together with the presented 1D examples, aims
to serve as a strategic basis for developing related generaliza-
tions and practical applications in more complex intelligent or
smart structures. As long as continuous vibrations of linear elas-
tic systems are considered, it can be said that smart structures
have already gained considerable success and dissemination in
engineering practice. It thus seems now to be the time for devel-
oping the theoretical basis for considering various complicating
effects. This has motivated us to reconsider and exemplify here
our older theoretical study [8] on displacement tracking of vis-
coelastic structures, thereby relaxing the assumption of continu-
ity of fields and demonstrating the applicability of the formula-
tions in [8], also in the presence of shock waves. Displacement
tracking of linear elastic solids and structures by eigenstrains in
the presence of singular waves was considered in [15] before.
As an outlook to future research that is required to facilitate
more complex practical applications, additional generalizations
of the fundamental relations mainly should concern geometri-
cal and physical nonlinearities. From space limitations, we here
mention only a few recent works of our own group on the mod-
elling of nonlinear smart structures: small vibrations superim-
posed upon pre-deformed smart structures were treated in [7]
as a first step; generalizations concerning finite deformations,
nonlinear electromechanical coupling, and hysteretic material
behaviour were studied, e.g. in [16] and [17]. We additionally
mention the forthcoming Special Issue [18] on advanced non-
linear modelling and numerical methods for smart materials and
structures, which contains various recent contributions of other
groups also. It is hoped that the present paper can stimulate the
development of displacement tracking algorithms for advanced
problems, such as those treated in [16–18].
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